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Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print on Demand *****.Online Business Economics,
Marketing Junk, and Book Publishing This book teaches you how to determine the valuableness of
any item so that you can decide whether or not to buy it in order to sell it for hundreds or
thousands of dollars each on websites like EBay and Amazon. This book teaches you how to quickly
find more valuable stuff in higher quantities, while paying less than a dollar per item for everything
you sell for a hundred dollars each online. You will learn what to buy, at what prices, and how
much to sell these items for. You will learn about marketing your items using various websites to
increase traffic to your online stores and businesses. You will learn how to sell anything: whether it
is a lumpy brown rock, a used VHS tape, or an artwork-for twenty five dollars each, for sixty dollars
each, or for nearly a hundred dollars each. You will learn how to discover what MILLIONS of
different types of items have ACTUALLY HISTORICALLY SOLD FOR in every category of item that
exists on planet...
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Reviews
This created publication is excellent. It generally does not price a lot of. You may like just how the writer create this pdf.
-- Jo K uhlma n
Thorough information! Its this kind of good read. Yes, it is perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. It is extremely di icult to leave it
before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Loya l Gr a dy
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